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Faith Schools debate reaches
conference floor

Evan Harris and Eric Avebury holding the ‘golden ammonites’ presented by Richard Dawkins and Keith
Porteous Wood of NSS
The National Secular Society’s annual award for Secularist of the Year has been awarded jointly to
Dr Evan Harris MP and Lord Avebury for their success in getting blasphemy laws abolished.
The prestigious prize was handed over by Professor Richard Dawkins at a glittering awards ceremony at the
Imperial Hotel in central London earlier this month.
Terry Sanderson, president of the National Secular Society (NSS), said: “The abolition of the blasphemy law in
2008 was a major coup for the NSS and a great victory for everyone who values free speech. The ancient laws
had not been used successfully since the 1970s, but there were efforts by Christian evangelicals to revive them,
and a case was being considered even as the law was abolished.”

The centrepiece of Spring Conference in Harrogate will be the
education debate. This is the product of a policy working
group chaired by Cllr. James Kempton. The motion
representatives will be debating is a summary of the key
points contained in the policy paper “Equity and
Excellence:Policies for 5-19 Educationin English Schools and
Colleges”
HSLD's previous attempts to get Faith Schools debated at Conference
were rebuffed with the justification that it would be covered in the policy
paper. Even then there seemed to be a reluctance in some quarters to
address this important matter.

Cllr. James Kempton
Education Working Party
Chair

Among those giving evidence to the policy working group were the British Humanist Association and
Accord the coalition that campaigns for an end to religious discrimination in State schools. The eventual
outcome is a position is fairly close to that promoted by A ccord. (www.accordcoalition.org.uk) See
overleaf for the words in the motion to be debated.

Evan Harris Again – This Time he's
Standing up for Catholics!
Evan Harris was one of four Lib Dem MPs among the twenty drawn out in
the recent ballot for private members bills. Being drawn in fifth place he is
better placed than most to succeed with his chosen bill.

In advance of the debate HSLD is holding a joint fringe meeting with
the Liberal Democrat Christian Forum on the subject of faith schools.

He has managed to confound expectations across the spectrum by proposing a
bill to abolish the sections of the 1701 Act of Settlement that prevent a
monarch from marrying a Catholic, and to end the current discrimination against women in the line of succession.

This will be the first opportunity to find out what amendments have
been selected for debate. Paul Holmes MP will be speaking on the
secular side of the debate with Vince Cable MP on behalf of the LD
Christian Forum.

Evan explained “Although the current discrimination does not have a wide practical effect, because this is still part
of our constitution, it is an ongoing symbol of the lingering second-class status of Roman Catholics and women.”

Friday 6th March 8.00 - 9.15pm
The Ripley Suite of The Holiday Inn.

Paul Holmes
MP for Chesterfield

HSLD members should also keep an eye out for the ACCORD
fringe meeting on Saturday lunchtime.

Faith Schools- the Motion for debate
The education motion at conference F12 ‘Equality & Excellence (5-19 Education Policy Paper)’ is to be debated
on Saturday 7th March at 3 pm. The full p o l i c y p a p e r can be read on the party’s website at
http://www.libdems.org.uk/policies/equity-and-excellence-policies-for-5-19-education-in-englands-schools-andcolleges-150220190;show)
The key part of the motion is clause 4 d):
On faith schools, we would:
i) Allow parents to continue to choose faith-based schools within the state funded sector, and
allow the establishment of additional faith schools.
ii) Require all existing state funded faith schools to phase out selection by faith within a 5 year
period, and prevent new faith schools from using selection.
iii) End the opt-out from employment and equalities legislation for staff in faith schools, except
those responsible for religious instruction.
iv) Require schools who choose to hold assemblies to ensure that any act of collective worship is
optional for pupils who are old enough to decide for themselves and otherwise for parents.
And clause 2 h):
Ensuring that religious education is inclusive in all schools and teaches about what people believe rather
than what to believe, while leaving faith schools would free to offer their pupils religious instruction in
the school’s own faith, subject to pupils being able to opt out where they have attained the maturity to
make that decision for themselves and subject to parental decision until that point.

Faith schools forgotten?
LDHS committee member Mike Pictor asked a
question at September's Conference in the
Federal Policy Committee report session.

The Geert Wilders film 'Fitna' is undoubtedly an unpleasant piece of polemic, and some of the images used
are extremely graphic – but does it warrant a ban?

The question: "Why does the Schools Working
Group consultation paper make no specific
mention of faith schools?" elicited an accurate but
not entirely illuminating reply from FPC vice-chair
Sal Brinton. What it does imply is that the FPC
should have given the working party a stronger
lead on the subject.

Many Liberal Democrats were surprised to hear Chris
Huhne support the ban on Wilders, but perhaps the
part of Chris's statement that I have most difficulty with
is the assertion that 'the dividing line is very clear'. It
isn't always easy being a liberal and freedom of speech
issues are often far from cut and dried. There are large
grey areas where the rights of different groups of
people conflict and it is simplistic to pretend otherwise.

Mike's supplementary asked: "There have been a
number of motions submitted on this subject –
can we have a guarantee that this will be on the
March 2009 Agenda?".
The response: ".. we will be putting forward a
position on faiths schools for debate through the
Schools working group..", provided no further
illumination!"

It may be pragmatic to support the ban but his exclusion
from the UK has resulted in far more publicity for
Wilders and his odious film. Perhaps more of the
criticism should have been directed at those who
invited him.
Having finally succeeded in abolishing the UK blasphemy
law it would be a retrograde step if decisions like this
one were to allow it to return by proxy.

HSLD is submitting an amendment calling for the phasing out of all faith schools. We will not know if this has
been selected for debate until we arrive at Harrogate.

Faith Schools Break Admission Rules
Last Autumn the Schools Adjudicator, Philip Hunter, revealed that many schools
are breaching admissions rules designed to make sure that all children have a fair chance
to attend their chosen school. It came as no great surprise to many with experience of
the way faith schools operate when closer examination of the figures revealed that faith
schools were particularly likely to ignore the regulations.
David Laws, our education spokesperson commented: “It is shocking so many schools are
breaching the admissions code. Cases where schools are asking questions about a pupil’s
background are totally unacceptable. It is parents who should be choosing schools and not schools
cherry-picking children.”

Lib Dem Challenges Christian Voice
Welsh Assembly member Peter Black threw down the gauntlet after Christian
Voice managed to get a poetry reading by Welsh poet Patrick Jones cancelled
at Waterstone's in Cardiff on the grounds that his poetry was blasphemous.
Peter invited the poet to give a reading of his poetry at the Welsh Assembly.
Peter said: “Christian Voice's actions ... amount to the sort of moral bullying and
censorship that has no place in a democratic society.” The irony is that this publicity
has given the contentious poems a much larger audience than they
would otherwise have had.

Where do our MPs Stand?
Two recent early day motions drew a
disproportionately large number of
Lib Dem signatures.
A motion on faith schools supporting the
Accord initiative (EDM 530) has 10 Lib
Dems among its 37 supporters. Accord’s
website is www.accordcoalition.org.uk
EDM 377 calling for Charles Darwin's
birthday (February 12) to be made a
public holiday received 65 signatures,
15 of them Liberal Democrats.

Who signed the EDMs?
EDM 377
EDM 530
Darwin Day
Accord
George, Andrew
X
X
Hancock, Mike
X
X
Davey, Edward
X
Hemming, John
X
Harris, Evan
X
X
Huhne, Chris
X
Hunter, Mark
X
Sanders, Adrian
X
X
Willott, Jenny
X
Oaten, Mark
X
Browne, Jeremy
X
Cable, Vincent
X
Willis, Phil
X
Russell, Bob
X
X
Keetch, Paul
X
Leech, John
X
Gidley, Sandra
X
Taylor, Matthew
X
Holmes, Paul
X
Younger-Ross, Richard
X
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